
Down to a Science
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Take the 

science fair
by 

STORM 
with craftable display boards!
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Better off Thread
We embroidered our constellations 
with a simple backstitch–metallic 
thread really makes them twinkle! 
Then we backed starry craft tape 
with poster board and punched out 
circles for stars. For a 3D effect, we 
layered them on foam adhesive.

Star Power 
Create an out-of-this-world project with a display board, tape, 
poster board and paint. For the shooting star, cut a star from 
poster board and add duct tape streamers. Add extra wow 
with a night sky projection kit (Hobbies Dept.).

All Systems Go
Here's a star-studded project for you planetary pros! Use chalk markers to draw circles 
that represent the distances between the planets. Then use neon stickers to spell out 
the planets and holographic stickers on layered poster board for the title.
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Rock It to Me
For this rockin' display, draw 

the crystal shapes on a 
board and cut out the 

design with a craft knife. 
Then add glitter and 

holographic stickers to 
make it sparkle. For some 

extra dazzle, make your 
own crystals with a kit 

from the Hobbies Dept.

Make it Medieval
Here's a right-on-target idea: Pick 
up a catapult kit, and create a castle 
out of display boards embellished 
with craft tape and poster borders.

Castle and moat: craft tape
Water: wave poster borders
Targets: tape-covered circles 
with marker-drawn rings



DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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Snow and Tell
To make this cold-as-ice 

project, we cut out snowflakes 
and clouds from sturdy Bristol 

paper. Then we glued wavy 
poster board to the bottom, 

drew rain squiggles with a 
marker, and added glittered 

cardstock snowflakes.

Life as Art
Let your creativity fly 
on a butterfly life cycle 
presentation. Make a 
tree out of crumpled 
paper, and then add the 
butterfly stages. Use 
pompoms for the eggs, 
folded and wrapped 
chenille stems for the 
larva, and tape-wrapped 
pompoms for the pupa.

All That Glitters
They say no two snowflakes are alike, so make yours as unique 
as you are! Add glittered accents in whatever pattern you like 
for a truly authentic presentation.


